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1. INTRODUCTION

Let j (t) be a locally integrable function on [0, (0), and let

~(z) = f" j(t)e-zt dt,
o

whenever the integral on the right converges. The well-known lemma of
Watson [4] states that ifj(t) satisfies the following two conditions:

(I) j(t) = L ant n / r -l,
n~l

where r, c and 0 are positive;

I t I ~ c + 0,

(II) There exist positive constants M o and b independent of t such that

t ?: c;
then

~(z) r-..; L an T(n/r)rn/r,
n~l

as z ---+ 00 in I arg z I ~ 7T/2 - Ll, Ll > 0.
Recently Professor Luke asked the second author the following

question. Consider the Laplace transform

~(A) = J'" j(t)rtA dt,
o

where the parameter A is a square matrix with positive eigenvalues. Is there
an analog of Watson's lemma for this matrix-valued Laplace transform? The
present paper is intended to answer this question affirmatively, when A is a
normal matrix. We in fact prove a rather general result for an operator
valued Laplace transform, from which the matrix case is shown to follow.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
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Let Xbe a Banach space over the complex field C and Ybe a dense subspace
of X. Let A be a closed linear operator from Y into X. The set peA) of complex
numbers A for which AI - A has a bounded inverse R",(A) = (AI -
on X, I being the identity operator, is called the resolvent set of A. The
operator Rt.CA) is called the resolvent of A. The spectrum of A, denoted by
a(A), is the complement of peA). The number rCA) = sup{i A I: AE a(A)} is
called the spectral radius of A.

LEMMA 1.

(a) a(A) is a closed set.
(b) If A has a bounded inverse A-Ion X, .\ =Ie 0 and AE a(A), then

/1.-1 E a(A-l).

Proof (a) is well known: see, for example, [5, p. 211]. To prove
(b), we suppose that /1.-1 E p(A-l). Let B = (-A-1A-l) R",_l(A-l) and
C = R",_l(A-l)( -/I.-lA-I). Note that Band C are bounded operators on X,
and that

qAI - A) y = y (y E Y), (AI - A) Bx = x (x EX).

Hence, B = C and AI - A has a bounded inverse, i.e., ,\ E peA), which is a
contradiction.

Throughout this section we shall assume that A satisfies the following
conditions:

(CI ) There exists a positive L1 such that

a(A) k: {.\ E C: /I. =Ie aand I arg AI :(; 17/2 - Ll}.

(C2) Let w(A) = inf{Re .\: .\ E a(A)}. There exist M > ° and
o < WI :(; w(A) such that for any positive integer n,

for all real .\ < WI •

Note that w(A) > 0, by Lemma lea).
Let K = 1 + M(l + w I I

). Then for /I. :(; 0,

II R",(A)II :(; K/(l + I .\ I).

Let r be the contour consisting of the two half-lines

arg(.\ - 1/4K) = ±(17 - arc sin(1/2K)).
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For any 0 < a: < 00, we define [3, p. 111]

A-" = -2
1

. f ,\-" RA(A) d,\.
'TTl r

(1)

These are bounded linear operators (the integrals converge in norm), they
form a semigroup, and for every positive integer n, A-n = (A-l)n.

Since A satisfies conditions Cl and C2 , it follows from [2, p. 95] that there
exists a strongly continuous semigroup, {e- tA : 0 ,:;; t < oo}, ofbounded linear
operators on X such that

for all 0 < t < C(); (2)

see [2, p. 99].
The following result is given in [3, p. 122]:

LEMMA 2. For any 0 < a: < 00,

1 f'"A-" = T(a:) 0 t,,-l e-tA dt.

3. MAIN RESULTS

Let {A,,} be a net of closed linear operators, each of which satisfies con
ditions Cl and C2 • LetF(A,,), epl(A,,), ... , epn(A,,), ... be bounded linear operators
depending on A". We say that {epn(A,,)} is an asymptotic sequence if for all
n?ol

as II A~l II -+ o.
The formal series

is said to be an asymptotic expansion ofF(A,,) if, for every value of N ?o 1,

N

II F(A,,) - L anepn(A,,) II = 0([1 epN(A,,)ID,
n=l

In this case we write

as II A;;l II -+ O.

'"
F(A,,) ""' L anepnCA,,),

n=l
as II A;;l II -+ O.
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Let r be a positive constant. By the moment inequality [3, p. 115],

II A;(n+1)lr II ~ II A-;;nlr II . II A-;;lIr II ~ Cr II A-;;nlr II . II A;l Ill/r,

where Cr is a constant depending only on r. Hence

381

n = 1,2,... ,

forms an asymptotic sequence.

THEOREM 1. Let {A",} be a net of closed linear operators, each satisfying
conditions Cl and C2 with the same LI and M and such that there is some
positive 'Y) with wlA",) )0 'Y)w(A",) for each A",. IfJ(t) is a function satisfying
the conditions (I) and (II) of Watson's lemma, then the bounded linear operator
2;(A",) has the asymptotic expansion

00

£'r(A",) '" L anT(n/r)A-;;nlr,
n~l

Proof For convenience we let

as II A-;;l 11-+ o.

and

By hypothesis,

wl,~ ::( 'Y)-l sup{(Re Atl : AE a(A",)}

::( 'Y)-I sup{(1 AI sin LI)-I: AE a(A",)}.

Hence it follows that

Wl,~ ::( 'Y) -1 sup{1 j.t I (sin LltI
: j.t E a(A;I)}

= 'Y)-Ir(A;I) (sin LltI ::( II A;III ('Y) sin LltI (3)

in view of Lemma 1(b).
Now, fix an integer N )0 2. Clearly, there exists a constant C such that for

all t )0 0, whether t ::( c or t > c,

N-l

IJ(t) - L antn/r- I I ::( CtN/r-Ieot.
n=I

By Lemma 2, we may write

(4)
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If II A;;l [[ ~ TJ sin iJf2b, then WI,,,, ;? 2b by (3) and hence

N-l 00

112f(A",) - L anT(njr)A;;nlr II ~ CM f tNlr- l ebte-w1,,,,t dt,
n~l 0

by virtue of (2) and (4). A simple calculation then gives

N-l
112f(A",) - L anT(njr)A;;nlr II ~ KIWl.~/r ~ K 2 1[ A;;ll[Nlr, (5)

n~l

where Kl and K2 are positive constants independent of A", . The last inequality
follows from (3). Applying the moment inequality [3, p. 115] twice, we have

[[ A;;l [[Nlr ~ C
l

[[ A;;Nlr II ~ Cl [I A;;(N-l)/r [[ . [I A;;l/r I[

~ C
2

1[ A;;(N-l)/r [I • [I A;;l [Il/r,

where Cl and C2 depend only on Nand r. Therefore, (5) implies

N-l '
112f(A",) - L anT(njr)A;;nlr II = 0([[ A;;(N-l)/r [0

n~l

thus proving the theorem.

as II A;;l [I ->- 0, (6)

COROLLARY. Let {A",} be a net of bounded linear operators on a Hilbert
space JR. If each A", is normal and satisfies condition Cl with the same iJ, and
iff(t) satisfies conditions (I) and (II) of Watson's lemma, then

00

,Pf(A",) ,...., L anT(njr)A;;nlr,
n=l

as I[ A;;l [[->- 0.

Proof It suffices to show that each A", satisfies condition C2 with M = 1
and wl(A",) = w(A",). This follows immediately from the fact that for all
real A < w(A",), we have

[I RiA",)n [[ = sup I(A - /k)-n [ ~ (w - A)-n,
/LEa (A",)

since A", is normal [1, p. 879].
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4. REMARKS
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The above corollary in particular covers the case when {A~} is a net of
n x n normal matrices. The spectrum a(Ac,) in this case is precisely the set of
eigenvalues of A~ .

If the elements of A are denoted by ai; then the operator norm

II A II = sup II Ax Ii,
l!xll~1

used above can be replaced by anyone of the following

n ( n )1/2 n
II A II = I I a i ; I, II A II = I i ai; 12 , II A Ii = m~x I I G i;,

i,;=1 ;';=1 1q<;;n ;=1

since these norms are all equivalent. Furthermore, if A is a normal matrix
then the fractional powers of A can be expressed in a simpler form. Let
AI"'" An be the eigenvalues of A and D = diag[Al , ... , Anl. Since A is normal,
there exists a unitary matrix U such that U-IAU = D. By (1),

(0 < ex < (0).

Since
I f A-"

-2' ~dA=Ai",
71'1 r 1\ - I\i

we conclude that

where D-" = diag[A1", ..., A;"l.
Finally we remark that in view of the conditions of Watson's lemma,

it is tempting to conjecture that the result (6) can be improved to read

112f(A",) - IIGnr(njr)A;;nlr II = 0(11 A
OI
il~(N-l)lr),

n~1

(7)

as II A OI 11---+ +00. However, this conjecture is false even for diagonal matrices.
To see this, we let J(t) = 1 + t and AOI = diag[l, ex, ... , exn~l], where IX is
a positive parameter tending to infinity. Clearly II A" II = (Xn-l ---+ +00 and

Hence (7) is not satisfied.
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